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The continuing series of water resources discussions being held on the University of
Montana campus, is designed to create interest in local control.

The second presentation

of the series on Wednesday (Jan. 18) will feature a specialist on the "Federal Water Pollution
Control Program."
W. W. Towne, chief of comprehensive planning for the northwest region, federal water
pollution control administration, is to address the second in a nine-week public water
resources lecture series in Geology 107, 3-5 p.m.
The series is under the guidance of UM’s hydrologist, Dr. Richard L. Konizaski,
professor of forestry.
The first talk of the series was by F. N. Cooper, president of the National Association
I

of Sanitarians.

He discussed "Water Pollution and Controls in California."

Operating on the premise that control of water quality can best be accomplished on a
regional basis through a series of Regional Control Boards, Cooper outlined the make-up
and operational program as it is now constituted in California.
Water problems are so dependent upon such factors as precipitation, topography,
land use, and the interests of industry, agriculture, recreation, etc. that the California
regional boards are staffed to include all of the various interests.
These Boards then provide "quality" criteria on a case by case basis to potential waste
discharges. These criteria outline the end result required allowing choice of means to that
end, thus encouraging the inclusion of new methods and new techniques and systems in the
final solution of the problem.
This self-policing philosophy has stimulated acceptance, and rather than limiting the
establishment of new industry, has seen many new units enter the state.
In fact, after
having implemented its own systems so that the most beneficial use would be made of the avail
able water in the area, industry is now one of the self-policing policy's strongest support
ers, Cooper asserted.
In establishing discharge criteria the Boards use as a cardinal guide the consideration
of all the possible uses of the available water and the influence of one use on the other
possible uses, always striving to make the most beneficial use considering all of the possible
uses, including aesthetics, fish and aquatic animals, industrial water, domestic water, in
dustrial waste, power generation, water contact sports, etc.
There exists a real need to think of future needs throughout the IJ.S. and design programs
of prevention rather than remedy. Fifty years is really just tomorrow, stated Cooper.

